Clinical and radiologic features of pheochromocytoma/ganglioneuroma composite tumors: a case series with comparative analysis.
To describe and compare the clinical, biochemical, radiologic, and pathologic features of adrenal pheochromocytoma-ganglioneuroma (PC-GN) composites with the features of isolated pheochromocytomas (PCs) and adrenal ganglioneuromas (AGNs). We reviewed data for PC-GN composite cases seen at a single tertiary center between 1993 and 2012 and compared them with cases of isolated AGN and relatively similar median-size PCs. Nine PC-GN composites were included. The median age at diagnosis was 52 years (range, 28 to 83 years) for PC-GN compared with 55 years (range, 24 to 78 years) for PC patients and 40 years (range, 18 to 64 years) for AGN patients. Similar to PCs, all PC-GN composites were associated with catecholamine overproduction, whereas AGNs were nonfunctioning. On pathology, the median tumor sizes were 7 cm (range, 2.5 to 13 cm) for PC-GN tumors, 6.5 cm (range, 3.5 to 7 cm) for PCs, and 8 cm (range, 3.2 to 20 cm) for AGNs. On computed tomography (CT) imaging, PC-GN composites and PCs were heterogeneous, with both having significantly higher postcontrast density values than AGNs, which typically looked homogeneous and had a progressive enhancement pattern without contrast washout in most cases. The presence of a PC component significantly increases tumor heterogeneity and postcontrast density values. CT imaging could be very helpful in distinguishing AGNs from both PC-GN and PC tumors, but only pathologic examination can yield the diagnosis. Clinically and radiologically, PC-GN composites are indistinguishable from PCs and need to be managed similarly.